Do The Write Thing Challenge

Violence is something real. Some people are just cowards and walk away from people need of their help. Some people causes the violence so they can make other people feel they're pain. I understand you don't want to get involved or you've been hurt and you think violence is the answer. The one thing I notice about cowards and bullies is that they only think about themselves. If you witness somebody getting bullied and you do nothing about it. The thing I always say what goes around comes back around. Like what I'm trying to say is if you did something wrong some bad things will happen to you.

I was only 12 when a gun was being pointed at me. The gun was pointed directly in my face. I was so lucky that the police passed by. Ever since then I never go out not even to the store. The way I go out is if my mom was taking me. I fear if I go out I might get shot. A I don't want to die that way. I want to die happy and in my sleep knowing that I lived a great life. So now I care about where I walk, what time I go out and when I come back. I spend most of my days at home watching TV. I almost never leave my room I feel more safe there than out side.

The cause of violence is people with troubled pasts. When they go out in the world they come out
With hate and anger. The only way they can make their
selves feel better is by being violence and making somebody
else feel their pain. They make other hate the world
like they do. If there nobody there to tell you right from
wrong, A kid is going to rely on some else like that
new kid get into gang because they show them more love.

The thing I could do to stop all of this violence
or make a change, is to stand up for the people
without a voice. I could help the people in need
of help, I want to be good role model for people
who don't have one. I just want violence to stop. Thats
the reason why all parks are empty and all the
hospitals are full, because somebody didn't put there
hand out and help.

Violence is something real. Some people are
just cowards and walk away from the people
in need of their help. Some people take violence as
a game and laugh at the people that are being
hurt. What I always say is what goes around come
back around, so whatever thing you did wrong some day
will happen back. The thing I will do is help the
people in need that want my help instead of walking
away and let them get hurt.